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Executive summary 

Film for Learning (FFL) is a four-year professional development programme 

for teachers and senior leaders involving primary schools in England and 

Northern Ireland. Despite the impact of COVID-19 on school life and 

programme delivery, FFL made positive strides in its first year  
• Baseline and follow-up survey evidence shows that the programme's two learning models 

(involving ‘FFL Schools’ and ‘Partner Schools’) delivered beneficial outcomes for participating 
teachers, senior leaders and pupils. 


• The two models blend face-to-face and online training in different ways: teachers and senior 
leaders from FFL Schools participate in face-to-face training workshops supported by 
practitioner visits and online resources, while Partner Schools benefit from optional twilight 
training for teachers in addition to online training.


• Although there was no expectation in the first year that Film for Learning would be adopted 
elsewhere in participating schools, there is already evidence of this occurring.


 

All formal training took place as planned before lockdown, but support visits 

and lessons were curtailed in terms two and three 

Year one participation and engagement 
• Participation levels were mostly as expected prior to lockdown, but time management 

challenges were experienced by some teachers and senior leaders (e.g. competing curriculum 
demands, staffing pressures in schools and lessons taking longer than planned due to their 
unfamiliarity).


• The number of Film for Learning lessons delivered within the first year varied widely. Most 
teachers delivered five or more lessons before lockdown, and 42% managed nine plus, while 
7 (16%) delivered four or fewer. 


Teacher confidence 
• Nearly all teachers (98%) indicated their confidence in using Into Film resources and 

frameworks effectively had grown since the start of the programme.

• The strongest growth in confidence was seen in identifying different shot types; in the use of 

film to help improve pupils' speaking and listening; and in the use of film to help improve 
pupils' digital literacy.
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Has your confidence grown in  
using Into Film resources  
& frameworks effectively?

2%68%30%

Yes a lot Yes a little No Not sure

{98% YES



Pupil learning outcomes 
• The majority of schools reported improvements in pupil engagement in literacy teaching and 

learning.

• In terms of literacy learning outcomes, teachers were most likely to see improvements in 

speaking and listening, creative writing and comprehension. Fewer teachers reported 
evidence of improvements in persuasive writing and poetic writing, although these areas 
featured in lessons that often fell victim to lockdown measures in Term 2.


• Of the 21st Century Literacy skills examined, most teachers reported evidence of pupil 
learning outcomes around generating ideas, being creative, working with others and digital 
literacy.


FFL and SEN 
• Hill Croft School, a specialist provider of education for pupils with severe and complex 

learning needs, reported that FFL was well suited to teaching and learning at the school.

• Teachers found that FFL lesson plans and resources were easily adapted (e.g. for use 

alongside the Attention Autism Programme employed by the school).

• All three teachers said they were more confident in the use of FFL by the end of the year and 

better able to judge how far to stretch their learners.

• Teachers reported high engagement levels from most pupils, but noted it was too early to say 

whether particular learning outcomes were achieved prior to lockdown.


Year one experiences 
• Most feedback on whether the programme met teacher and senior leader expectations in the 

first year was highly positive.

• FFL lesson plans and resources were generally well regarded, although a handful of teachers 

raised questions in the following areas:

• their appropriateness for younger and lower ability pupils; 

• the need for clearer and more focussed outcomes around writing; 

• the length of time some lessons took; 

• and the need for planning documents and resources to be available as editable files to 

enable easier adaptation by teachers.

• A small number of teachers and senior leaders drew attention to the challenge of integrating 

FFL alongside existing curriculum commitments and approaches to literacy teaching.


At the end of the year, 90% of senior leaders said they had a better 

understanding of Film for Learning’s benefits to literacy teaching & learning 

Year two and beyond 
• Questions raised by teachers have already been addressed in planning for the second year, 

and the delivery team is also taking steps to encourage greater collaboration between FFL 
and Partner Schools.


• Ongoing evaluation will keep under review the matter of FFL's longer-term sustainability in 
schools, and its impact on increasing engagement with Into Film's core offer.  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About Film for Learning 

With funding from Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Film for Learning is a four-year 

professional development programme for teachers and senior leaders 

involving primary schools in England and Northern Ireland 

The programme is delivered by Into Film in partnership with expert practitioner organisations in 
three locations:

• Nerve Centre, Belfast 

• Curriculum Innovation, Bradford 

• boomsatsuma, Bristol


By equipping teachers with the skills, confidence and resources to use film and filmmaking in 
literacy teaching and learning, as well as to develop pupils' 21st Century Literacy skills , Film for 1

Learning aims to improve young peoples’ engagement, participation and attainment in Key Stage 
2 (Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 in England and Years P5, P6 and P7 in Northern Ireland).


Film for Learning is designed to impact on whole school learning and attainment by developing 
and supporting teachers and senior leaders to drive the adoption of film-based approaches 
across their schools.


Film for Learning has sustainability at its heart 

Goal 1: Participating schools sustain their use of, and engagement with, film-based curriculum 
teaching and learning beyond the programme 

Goal 2: There is greater demand for film-based approaches to curriculum delivery among 
primary schools, and Into Film’s Core Offer is more sustainable 

Goal 3: Into Film and partners have additional evidence, which is robust and compelling, of the 
beneficial impact of film on teaching and learning outcomes 

The programme is built around two learning models that blend face-to-face and online training in 
different ways:

FFL Schools 
Half the cohort engages with a predominantly face-to-face training model along with support 
through classroom visits by local expert practitioners and access to online resources

Partner Schools 
The second model involving the other half of the cohort is predominantly delivered online through 
a dedicated Into Film Online Learning Platform, with optional face-to-face twilight CPD sessions


Further background to the Film for Learning programme is described in Appendix 1. 

 Digital literacy (Information literacy, technology literacy, media literacy); Working with others; Generating 1

ideas; Thinking critically; Problem-solving and decision-making; Managing information; Evaluating self and 
peers; Being creative; Making judgements and decisions.
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About the report 

This is the first interim report on the Film for Learning programme, covering 

the period from launch in May 2019 to the end of the 2019/20 summer term. 

It takes account of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic which led to 

changes in the delivery model and evaluation evidence collection 


Evidence reported here comes from three principal sources:

• Surveys were completed by teachers and senior leaders 

between May 2019 and October 2019 (baseline) and then 
again in July 2020 (follow-up).


• Interviews were conducted with three teachers and the 
senior leader at Hill Croft School for the case study on FFL 
in SEN contexts.


• The external evaluator interviewed FFL practitioners 
(Belfast, Bradford and Bristol) and the Into Film FFL Project 
Coordinator in August and September 2020 as part of the 
first year de-brief. All interviews were audio recorded and 
transcribed for reporting. 


The report opens with an overview of delivery, participation and engagement in the first year. This 
is followed by Section 2, which examines the programme's impact to date on teacher confidence, 
while Section 3 reviews the evidence of pupil learning outcomes supplied by teachers and senior 
leaders. Section 4 explores this impact evidence from the perspective of the two blended learning 
models.


One of the schools participating in Film for Learning serves pupils with special educational needs, 
and Section 5 provides an account of their experiences. 


The final section discusses the main features of the professional development journey so far, 
summarising the experiences of those involved and the issues they encountered before closing 
with a look ahead to programme activity in the second year.


The Appendices provide additional detail for readers wishing to learn more about the programme, 
alongside examples of the qualitative evidence collected to date.


Notes 

• The report refers to the three delivery locations as Belfast, Bradford and Bristol, where the 
delivery partners are based. Please note that some participating schools in the Belfast and 
Bradford locations are situated outside these cities. 

•  Quotes from interviews and surveys reported here have been edited in minor ways for 
comprehensibility, consistency and to preserve anonymity where appropriate. 
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Survey response rates: 
Baseline 

Teachers 47 (90%) 

Senior leaders 26 (96%) 

Follow-up 

Teachers 44 (85%) 

Senior leaders 21 (78%)



Section 1: Overview of the first year 

The main points are summarised below, while Appendix 2 provides a more 

detailed account of first year delivery and participation 

1.1 Participating schools 

1.1.1 Thirty schools were originally recruited (ten in each location), and selection targeted schools 
serving disadvantaged pupils. By the end of year one the cohort stood at 28 schools after three 
schools withdrew from the programme (one in Bradford, two in Bristol) and one replacement 
school was recruited.


1.1.2 Changes to senior leadership and staffing in schools, and a perception that Film for Learning 
did not square fully with schools' priorities or approach to literacy teaching and learning, were 
cited as reasons for these schools' early departure.


1.1.3 As the schools dropped out relatively early on there is little we can usefully learn about Film 
for Learning's appeal and perceived value, other than to recognise that factors beyond the scope 
of the programme can affect uptake, engagement and sustainability at the level of individual 
schools.


1.1.4 Most individual senior leaders and teachers had little or no experience of using film in school 
prior to joining the programme.


1.2 CPDL and support 

1.2.1 All the formal training took place as planned before the COVID-19 lockdown began (face-to-
face and online) but most of the second planned support visits to FFL Schools were cancelled.


1.2.2 Staff changes in participating schools and recruitment of the replacement school meant that 
seven teachers joined the project in time to attend the first training days and twilights while five 
teachers joined after the training sessions took place.


1.2.3 Attendance levels at training days and twilights were generally considered to be good by 
delivery teams, although some voluntary twilight sessions attracted only a handful of attendees.


1.3 FFL lesson delivery 

1.3.1 In the first year there was no formal requirement for teachers to deliver a set number of 
Teaching Literacy Through Film lessons in any given period, although they were encouraged to 
run the initial block of seven lessons between the first training day in October 2019 and the 
second in January/February 2020 (in addition to administering the two baseline literacy 
assessments).
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1.3.2 The final block of nine lessons, plus the follow-up literacy assessments, were intended for 
delivery in Terms 2 and 3 although teachers had the choice of when and how to achieve this. 


1.3.3 While the Teaching Literacy Through Film plans and resources were designed to follow a 
logical progression through regular hourly lessons, teachers had the option to deploy them in a 
flexible way.


1.3.4 Some teachers tied the Teaching Literacy Through Film lessons into existing curriculum 
activity, while others delivered them as standalone activity either in blocks over a given period or 
at regular intervals throughout the term. 


1.3.5 As a consequence, the number of Teaching Literacy Through Film lessons delivered within 
the first year varied widely across schools. Most teachers delivered 5 or more lessons before 
lockdown, and 42% managed 9+, while 7 (16%) managed only 4 or fewer.  





1.3.6 The majority of lessons went as planned, but not in every instance for reasons including that 
some took longer than expected; some content or tasks were judged to be unsuited to class 
ability levels (due to their age or understanding); or teachers experienced technical issues with 
equipment.


“Child-led discussions were fabulous and encouraged use of language they had learnt in the 
sessions, just had to remember to stop them and pull it back as they were so engaged in the 
discussion but also wanted some other evidence from sessions. 

FFL School Teacher 

“The resources and lesson structure were good and the children were engaged. 
Partner School Teacher 

“Children love the discussion around the films but found some of the content a bit of a stretch 
language wise.  

FFL School Teacher 

1.3.7 Despite not every teacher being able to complete all the planned Teaching Literacy Through 
Film lessons in the first year, most participants (70%+) said they were involved in the programme 
as much as they hoped to be prior to lockdown. 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42%

42%

16%
Up to 4
5 to 8
9+

FIGURE 1:  
NUMBER OF LESSONS DELIVERED 
Source: Teacher follow-up survey



1.4 Time management 

1.4.1 It is clear from survey evidence that the time available for teachers and senior leaders to 
properly engage with Film for Learning was not always sufficient in the first year. A sizeable 
minority of teachers and senior leaders struggled to manage the time commitment.


1.4.2 As staff time is likely to be an important factor in the long-term success and sustainability of 
Film for Learning in schools, this issue should be kept under review as the programme 
progresses. 


1.4.3 The longer-term implications of COVID-19 may prove to be a complicating factor in 2021, 
but as teachers and senior leaders grow in their knowledge and understanding of Film for 
Learning, and become more confident of the approach, successful time management should be 
achievable by more participants.


1.5 Programme support 

1.5.1 All FFL School teachers and most Partner School teachers felt they had received the 
support expected from Into Film and its delivery partners. One Partner School teacher said they 
initially struggled to introduce the approach in the context of their School Improvement Plan; a 
subsequent meeting with the local delivery partner has since addressed this.


1.5.2 The picture of peer-to-peer support was not so clear-cut. Less than half the senior leaders 
involved in the programme felt they had supported teachers as much as they hoped to at the 
outset. 


HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO SUPPORT THE TEACHERS TAKING PART AS MUCH AS YOU 
HOPED THIS YEAR? 

43% YES 
43% No; 14% Don't know (Source: Senior Leader Follow-up survey) 
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Teachers

Senior leaders 14%

9%

14%

39%

71%

52%

Yes No Don’t know

FIGURE 2: 
HAVE YOU SUCCEEDED IN MANAGING THE TIME COMMITMENT OF FILM FOR LEARNING THIS YEAR? 
Source: Teacher and Senior Leader follow-up survey



1.5.3 The pressure of time was given most commonly as the reason for not being fully supportive, 
as well as dealing with the emerging COVID-19 situation.


“I had hoped to get involved bit more and observe activities, but this didn't happen 
unfortunately. 

Partner School Senior Leader 

“Changing staff and absence over the year. Should improve next year.  
FFL School Senior Leader 

1.5.4 This is also reflected in the proportion of senior leaders who were unable to visit classrooms 
to see Film for Learning in action (around two-fifths).


HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO UNDERTAKE CLASSROOM VISITS TO OBSERVE FFL IN ACTION? 

57% YES 
38% No; 5% Don't know (Source: Senior Leader Follow-up survey) 

“Staff involved have been very capable of delivering the scheme. I would've preferred a few 
more visits to their rooms to see their lessons in action but it is difficult to get time out of 
class. 

FFL School Senior Leader 

1.5.5 Feedback from senior leaders who managed to visit classrooms was universally positive and 
highlights the particular impact of Film for Learning on pupil engagement.


“Good quality discussion based on the film. Children were engaged. They produced some 
good outcomes.  

FFL School Senior Leader 

“The resources were excellent, the children were thoroughly engaged in their learning and 
their ability to apply literacy skills and critical thinking whilst justifying their opinions was 
excellent to see from pupils with wide ranging abilities. 

Partner School Senior Leader 

1.6 Wider adoption in schools 

1.6.1 Although there was no expectation in the first year that Film for Learning would be adopted 
elsewhere in participating schools, the follow-up surveys found evidence of this occurring even at 
this early stage in the programme.


1.6.2 According to the senior leader and teacher follow-up surveys, half (14) of the schools gave 
examples of the use of FFL approaches beyond the classrooms of participating teachers: 
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“We introduced it across the KS, with the trained teachers providing help and support to the 
rest of their KS colleagues. 

Partner School Teacher 

“Teachers adopted lessons created by English lead to trial in class and SLT provided ideas and 
support for lessons that involved film.  

FFL School Teacher 

1.6.3 One in five schools had also started to embed Film for Learning in their strategic and 
operational plans (e.g. School Development Plans, subject action plans and performance review 
processes). This is an encouraging proportion that is expected grow over the remaining years of 
the programme.


“[We're] looking at bringing films into English more during the next academic year so will be a 
focus of the subject action plan.   

Partner School Senior Leader 
         


“We have been working on looking at how it will work for all key stages.  
FFL School Senior Leader 

    


“Introducing Into Film into KS2 has been one of our Action Plans this year and has formed the 
basis for an area of our Performance Review and Staff Development. 

Partner School Senior Leader 
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Section 2: Teacher confidence 

2.1 Developing teacher confidence 

2.1.1 Training and support for teachers, over the full course of the programme, is intended to build 
and deepen their knowledge and skills base including through practical application in the 
classroom. Teachers' confidence as practitioners in the use of Film for Learning should grow as a 
result, and this is a key outcome on their journey to become film leaders by the end of the formal 
training period.


2.1.2 The teacher survey conducted in October 2019 provides a baseline against which to 
measure progress. Respondents were asked to rate their confidence level in different areas, and 
the same scale will be repeated at the end of year 3 to quantify the extent and degree of change 
over the programme.


2.1.3 Rather than detail the baseline results here, the third-year report will provide a full 
assessment of the 'before and after' case. In advance of that, a headline summary of the baseline 
data is presented in Appendix 3.


2.1.4 In the follow-up survey at the end of term three, teachers were asked to indicate whether 
their confidence had grown in different areas as a result of their experiences in the first year. This 
approach provides a simple check on the direction of travel to date and shows that positive 
progress has been made. 


2.2 Improved confidence using Into Film resources and frameworks effectively 

2.2.1 All but one teacher who responded to the follow-up survey indicated their confidence in 
using Into Film resources and frameworks effectively had grown at least a little since the start of 
the programme.


2.2.2 One teacher responded 'not sure', which is likely due to the fact they joined the programme 
late to replace a colleague.


HAS YOUR CONFIDENCE GROWN USING INTO FILM RESOURCES & FRAMEWORKS EFFECTIVELY? 

98% YES 
30% Yes a lot; 68% Yes a little; 2% Not sure (Source: Teacher Follow-up survey) 

2.2.3 Fourteen teachers indicated they had little or no confidence in using Into Film resources and 
frameworks effectively at the start of the programme, and all of them subsequently reported 
increased confidence in the first year.
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2.3 Confidence growth in other areas 

2.3.1 Figure 3 shows the pattern of improved confidence among teachers in three other areas: 
using film techniques in the classroom; using film to improve literacy learning outcomes; and 
using film to improve pupils' 21st Century Literacy skills.
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Identifying different  
shot types

Explaining purpose  
& impact of shot types

Using film for  
critical analysis

Selecting appropriate  
scenes & sequences 16%

27%

9%

7%

7%

2%

64%

48%

59%

50%

14%

23%

32%

43%

Yes a lot Yes a little No Not sure

FIGURE 3: 
HAS YOUR CONFIDENCE GROWN IN USING FILM TO HELP PUPILS IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS? 
Source: Teacher follow-up survey

Digital literacy

Generating ideas

Critical thinking skills

Creativity

Teamwork

Making judgements

Evaluating self & others

Problem solving  
& decision making

Managing information 39%

43%

32%

23%

16%

18%

27%

16%

10%

14%

7%

11%

5%

7%

5%

5%

7%

2%

39%

36%

41%

57%

57%

57%

43%

52%

55%

9%

14%

16%

16%

20%

20%

25%

25%

33%

Speaking and listening

Comprehension

Writing 11%

14%

7%

5%

9%

5%

66%

50%

52%

18%

27%

36%



2.3.2 In all three areas, the majority of teachers showed progress in the programme's first year 
despite the disruption caused by COVID-19.


2.3.3 The strongest growth in confidence across the three areas was seen in identifying different 
shot types; in the use of film to help improve pupils' speaking and listening; and in the use of film 
to help improve pupils' digital literacy. Those skills areas addressed in earlier Teaching Literacy 
Through Film lessons (e.g. speaking and listening) are most likely to have been covered by 
teachers before lockdown, which may help to explain these results.


2.3.4 A number of teachers expressed uncertainty about whether their confidence had grown or 
not, most notably in the use of film for critical analysis; in the use of film to help pupil 
comprehension; and in the use of film to improve pupil problem solving & decision making, 
information management and evaluating self & others.


2.3.5 A handful of teachers said their confidence had not improved since the start of the 
programme, although most of these were already 'quite confident' or 'very confident' according to 
the baseline survey. Additional research is needed to determine if this results from a ceiling effect 
on confidence levels for such individuals, which will be explored later in the programme.
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Section 3: Pupil learning outcomes 

“The way the students are encouraged to share with their peers, do feedback and work; they 
really engaged, particularly in lower ability groups. 

Expert practitioner 

3.1 Engagement in literacy learning 

3.1.1 In the follow-up survey, teachers and senior leaders were asked whether Film for Learning 
lessons or activities had improved pupil engagement in literacy learning.


3.1.2 Across all schools who responded, the majority said they had seen improvements; 
significantly, none of the teachers or senior leaders said pupil engagement had not improved (the 
remainder responded 'Don't know').


HAVE FFL LESSONS OR ACTIVITIES IMPROVED PUPIL ENGAGEMENT IN LITERACY LEARNING? 

TEACHERS:    64% YES 
36% Don’t know (Source: Teacher Follow-up survey) 

SENIOR LEADERS:  71% YES 
29% Don’t know (Source: Senior Leader Follow-up survey) 

3.2 Literacy and 21st Century Literacy learning outcomes 

3.2.1 In terms of literacy learning outcomes, teachers were most likely to see improvements in 
speaking and listening, creative writing and comprehension (see Figure 4). 


3.2.2 Fewer teachers reported evidence of improvements in persuasive writing and poetic writing. 
These areas featured in later lessons expected to be taught in Terms 2 and 3, and the fact that 
lockdown prevented many teachers from completing these lessons is likely to account for this.


3.2.3 The greatest level of uncertainty was expressed in relation to comprehension (50%). The fact 
that end of year assessments were cancelled due to COVID-19 may account for this. It is notable 
that less than one in five teachers responded with 'Don't know' about speaking and listening, 
probably because it is easier to evidence in classroom settings than other areas.
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3.2.4 Of the 21st Century Literacy skills examined, most teachers had seen evidence of outcomes 
around generating ideas, being creative, working with others and digital literacy. There was less 
evidence of impact on pupil problem solving, evaluating self and others and managing 
information.


3.2.5 There were high levels of uncertainty in a number of areas, but relatively few teachers 
reported seeing no evidence of learning outcomes.
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Speaking & listening

Creative writing

Comprehension

Persuasive writing

Poetic writing 46%

42%

50%

39%

18%

51%

44%

9%

11%

7%

2%

14%

41%

50%

75%

Yes No Don’t Know

FIGURE 4: 
HAVE YOU SEEN ANY EVIDENCE THAT FILM FOR LEARNING IMPROVED PUPIL LEARNING 
OUTCOMES IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS? 

Source: Teacher follow-up survey 

Generating ideas

Being creative

Working with others

Digital literacy

Thinking critically

Making judgements

Managing information

Evaluating self & others
Problem solving  

& decision making 57%

55%

48%

50%

40%

27%

27%

27%

16%

18%

20%

27%

11%

14%

15%

9%

7%

5%

25%

25%

25%

39%

47%

59%

64%

66%

80%

Yes No Don’t Know

FIGURE 5: 
HAVE YOU SEEN ANY EVIDENCE THAT FILM FOR LEARNING IMPROVED PUPIL LEARNING 
OUTCOMES IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS? 

Source: Teacher follow-up survey 



3.2.6 These patterns in learning outcome assessments made by teachers were mirrored closely 
by senior leaders, which gives them further credence and confirms that most senior leaders 
managed to witness beneficial impacts in key areas during the first year despite the curtailment of 
activity caused by lockdown.


3.2.7 This is confirmed by the fact that 90% of senior leaders said they had a better 
understanding of the benefits of Film for Learning to literacy teaching and learning at the end of 
the year (none disagreed; two senior leaders said they neither agreed nor disagreed).
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Section 4: FFL and Partner Schools 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 One intention of the evaluation is to explore the experiences and outcomes of programme 
participation in FFL Schools and Partner Schools; that is, where possible, to examine the 
contribution that different delivery approaches can make to programme engagement and impact.


4.1.2 Where possible is an important caveat. There is a limit to how much can be attributed to 
differences between delivery models based on the available evidence because the evaluation 
research does not follow an experimental design. 


4.1.3 For example, the two groups of schools were not matched to control for other variables like 
school and class size; urban/rural location; free school meal (FSM) eligibility; teacher experience 
levels (including prior film experience) etc. Appendix 4 provides an overview of the characteristics 
of both groups of schools, highlighting the wide variety within the groups as well as between 
them.


4.1.4 It is also the case that the number of schools in each group is relatively small, which means 
that outlying data from individual schools can affect collective results, so any differences need to 
be interpreted with care. In addition, first-year data sources provide only a snapshot of activity 
rather than measuring change over a longer period; and the distinction between these two 
blended models was blurred by the move away from face-to-face delivery required by COVID-19. 


4.1.5 Nonetheless, it is worth noting for the record the pattern of findings for each group, taking 
care to avoid drawing firm conclusions about the use of different models until later in the 
programme when a more informed and balanced weighing of evidence will be possible with the 
benefit of additional data sources.


4.2 Participation and lesson delivery 

4.2.1 While participation levels were generally good in the first year, there were differences 
between FFL and Partner Schools in a number of key respects:

• Teachers and senior leaders at FFL Schools were more likely to report they were involved in 

the programme as much as they hoped prior to the COVID-19 lockdown (75% of teachers and 
90% of senior leaders at FFL Schools compared with 65% of teachers and 55% of senior 
leaders at Partner Schools).


• Teachers and senior leaders at Partner Schools were more likely to say they struggled to 
manage the programme time commitment (55% of teachers and 18% of senior leaders at 
Partner Schools compared with 25% of teachers and 10% of senior leaders at FFL Schools);


• FFL School teachers delivered more Film for Learning lessons on average than Partner School 
teachers (58% of FFL School teachers delivered 9+ lessons compared with 21% of Partner 
School teachers), and the lessons were more likely to go as planned (79% of FFL School 
teacher said the lessons went as planned compared with 55% of Partner School teachers);
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• FFL School senior leaders were more likely to have conducted classroom visits during the 
year (90% of FFL senior leaders conducted visits compared with 27% of Parter School senior 
leaders).


4.2.2 None of the Partner School senior leaders and teachers, when invited to give reasons for 
their responses, cited the delivery model as a contributory factor in any of these areas. Yet some 
differences are large enough to justify keeping the issue in focus over the course of the evaluation 
to see whether or not there is a relationship between the delivery model, participant buy-in 
(particularly among senior leaders) and participation levels.


4.3 Teacher and pupil outcomes 

4.3.1 According to the survey data, differences in participation were not mirrored by any major 
differences between the two groups in terms of teacher and pupil outcomes. 


4.3.2 There is encouraging evidence that both approaches to training and support started to 
deliver benefits to teachers and pupils in the first year, despite the disruption they experienced in 
this introductory period. In fact, there were examples in both FFL and Partner Schools of teachers 
with (a) high and (b) low confidence at baseline who reported increased confidence at the end of 
the year.


4.3.3 Some relatively minor differences were observed:


• On average, teachers in FFL Schools saw the strongest confidence gains in all areas;

• There was greater uncertainty about an improvement in pupil engagement in literacy learning 

among Partner School teachers and senior leaders (this could be due to differences in the 
number of FFL lessons taught by the two groups, and this finding will be followed up in the 
second year).


4.3.4 In terms of literacy, the main points to note are that Partner School teachers were more likely 
to report evidence of improvements to comprehension but were much less likely to observe 
evidence of improvements in writing (Figure 6). 


4.3.5 Once again, this may be attributable to the inclusion of writing later in the lesson schedule, 
so fewer Partner School teachers had the opportunity to observe this aspect. The formal literacy 
assessments planned for the second year, which measure attainment through baseline and 
follow-up testing, will go some way to providing more objective measures when comparing 
groups for interpretation alongside these self-report data.
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Notes on interpreting Figures 6 and 7 

By converting teachers' responses about their growth in confidence to a rating scale we can 
compare average (mean) scores, creating rankings by area and summarising differences between 
FFL and Partner School teacher responses. To create the scale, teacher responses were given 
numeric codes:  

'Yes, a lot' = 3; 'Yes, a little' = 2; 'No' = 1 

'Not sure' responses were excluded from the calculation of mean scores. 

When interpreting the data using this scale, any value over 1 is a sign of improved confidence on 
average, and the size of the value up to a maximum of 3 indicates the strength of any such 
growth. 

4.3.6 There were some more sizeable differences in 21st Century Literacy skill areas, namely that 
Partner School teachers were less likely to report evidence of improvements in generating ideas, 
being creative, working with others, managing information and problem solving & decision making 
(Figure 7).
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Section 5: FFL and SEN 

Hill Croft School in Newtownabbey, north of Belfast, serves children aged 3 

to 19 with severe and complex learning needs, including autism. The 

school's involvement in the programme provides a valuable case study of 

whether and how Film for Learning can be integrated into specialist SEN 

provision. Below is a summary of their first-year experiences and feedback   

5.1 FFL's relevance and suitability 

5.1.1 The school was involved in a previous project with Nerve Centre within the last three years, 
involving animation and green screen filmmaking, so the use of film is not new.


5.1.2 The Senior Leader and all three teachers gave positive feedback about their involvement in 
the first year, and the support they received.


5.1.3 Although the programme was designed principally for use in mainstream contexts, Hill Croft 
staff found that with adaptation it was well suited to teaching and learning at the school.


“I think it as going really very well. The resources are very good. It's obviously a project 
designed for mainstream [...] and one of the superpowers of our staff is being able to 
differentiate and make anything that is mainstream suitable for our kids.  

Senior Leader 

5.1.4 In particular, pupils enjoy engaging with moving image content, providing a valuable hook 
for lessons.


“We find that film is a particularly motivating medium for our young people. When we heard 
about [the project] we thought it would be a good way to hook in for engagement. 

Senior Leader 

5.1.5 Teachers were not required by Into Film to complete a set number of lessons, and they 
managed to cover around half of those planned before lockdown.


5.1.6 Short film clips with simple narratives and clear-cut action work best for most pupils, while 
more demanding content may require additional explanation and context. 


“Some [clips] we had to explain [e.g. Hannah and the Moon, 2012]. We had to go back to the 
still and explain it. It's fine, we're happy to explain it but we're spoon feeding them a lot more 
than maybe we're supposed to be.  

Teacher 
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5.1.7 Teachers found the FFL training days relevant to their interests and the specific requirements 
of SEN contexts, and they welcomed the chance to work alongside colleagues in mainstream 
schools.


“Having that time at the training days to sit and go through activities works for me I’ve only 
done about 4 or 5 of the lessons with my class but the resources and ppts and everything 
have been brilliant.  

Teacher 

5.1.8 Teachers recalled having some difficulty navigating an early version of the dedicated online 
learning platform, which they communicated to the Film For Learning Coordinator. They have 
since received the resources as downloadable files.


5.2 Adaptability 

5.2.1 Teaching staff are used to adapting mainstream resources for use in the school, for example 
to enable their use alongside communication systems like Makaton and PECS (Picture Exchanges 
Communication System). Teachers are often required to adapt teaching materials, even those 
intended for SEN, to ensure appropriate differentiation for classes with pupils with a wide range of 
abilities and learning requirements.


“This would be the way it is with our kids and lessons generally, and it’s just takes time to make 
sure you have all the resources and Makaton symbols and things you need for everyone in the 
class to understand the lesson.  

Teacher 

5.2.2 Teachers found that FFL lesson plans and resources were easily adapted. For example, Hill 
Croft uses the Attention Autism Programme developed by educationalist Gina Davies, which 
prioritises the teaching of attention, communication and social interaction skills. Teachers 
reported that FFL resources worked well alongside this approach e.g. by using objects in a box to 
engage children with aspects of film clips they watched, including around colour and emotion.


5.2.3 Although such adaptation can be time consuming, teachers felt they had been able to 
manage the FFL time commitment prior to lockdown. Having already adapted many of the 
lessons in year one, the new resources are ready for re-use in the second year.


5.3 Teacher outcomes 

5.3.1 Despite some initial concerns about knowing which level to pitch the lessons at to suit 
different pupils, the three teachers said they were more confident in the use of FFL by the end of 
the year and better able to judge how far to stretch their learners.


“I’m very excited to go through the lessons again. I learnt so much from year one, even though 
it was only a few lessons I was able to deliver before lockdown. The project will only grow 
wider with support and sharing with colleagues. 

Teacher 
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5.4 Pupil learning 

5.4.1 Teachers reported high engagement levels from most pupils, but noted it was too early to 
say for certain whether particular learning outcomes were achieved prior to lockdown.


“Certainly their engagement and the discussion and their responses were fabulous and we feel 
that was a bonus for us. Most of our pupils are very visual, so anything visual is a bonus. The 
films could be accessed at a very simple level that our pupils could understand.  

Senior leader 

“Children's learning is generally very slow, and pupils might work on a particular IEP target 
(Individual Education Plan) for years. There might be a slight improvement in their confidence 
to discuss one of the clips we watched. But it would be hard to measure.  

Teacher  

5.4.2 In a number of lessons pupils surprised teachers with the depth of their understanding, 
which encouraged them to think the approach was having a beneficial impact on learning.


“Our children surprised me greatly. There are some things I thought they're not going to get 
this, and they totally blew my mind. They get really excited when they know the characters, 
and from them they learn about emotions.  

Teacher  
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Section 6: Discussion and looking ahead 

Despite the upheaval to school life and programme delivery wrought by 

COVID-19, Film for Learning made positive strides in the first year. This was 

helped by the fact that face-to-face training was delivered as planned ahead 

of the lockdown, and the trialling of the online learning platform proved 

timely given the move to remote working. 

6.1 First year experiences 

6.1.1 The first year was intended to introduce participating schools to the Film for Learning 
approach and set the groundwork for ongoing professional development, launching teachers on 
their journey to become film leaders with the help and support of their senior leaders. 


6.1.2 This was achieved, although not necessarily to the extent originally planned due to the 
premature end of classroom activity. This prevented many teachers from completing all the 
available FFL lessons. It also curtailed the classroom visits by expert practitioners planned for FFL 
Schools in the latter part of the school year.


6.1.3 Against this background it is encouraging that most teachers reported growing confidence 
in the use of film for teaching and learning.


6.1.4 Equally significant is the evidence that even after only one and a half terms of classroom 
delivery, schools noticed improvements in pupil engagement with literacy and began to see 
beneficial learning outcomes in a range of areas. 


6.1.5 Inevitably it was those aspects of literacy addressed in later Teaching Literacy Through Film 
lessons that suffered most from the lockdown measures, particularly around writing and poetic 
writing in particular. An opportunity was missed, through no fault of the programme design, to 
raise awareness of film's potential to assist with poetry teaching and learning, which is an aspect 
of literacy that many primary educators find challenging.


“A lot of the teachers said they weren't very confident teaching poetry. 
Expert practitioner 

6.1.6 In this respect, the first year cannot be said to have fairly tested the full extent of the FFL 
approach. Provided that further disruption is minimal in the 2020/21 school year, these areas 
should be covered in greater detail and the year two evaluation will benefit from a broader range 
of evidence for a more comprehensive assessment of FFL's benefits to literacy attainment. 
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6.1.7 Notwithstanding this, there are useful insights to be gained from participants' first year 
experiences. Appendix 5 gives examples of qualitative feedback provided by teachers and senior 
leaders, which can be summarised as follows:


a. Most feedback on whether the programme met teacher and senior leader expectations in 
the first year was highly positive. 

b. FFL lesson plans and resources were generally well regarded, although a handful of 
teachers raised specific questions in terms of: 
• their appropriateness for younger and lower ability pupils; 

• the need for clearer and more focussed outcomes around writing; 

• the length of time some lessons took; 

• and the need for planning documents and resources to be available as editable files to enable 

easier adaptation by teachers.


“Teachers have said they would like editable copies of the worksheets so they could tweak/ 
adapt for their classes.  

FFL School Senior Leader 

On the point about the appropriateness of Teaching Literacy Through Film, the lessons are 
designed for KS2 and it is hoped that teachers will develop the confidence and skills to adapt 
them to suit differing ages and abilities over the course of the programme. This may not have 
been properly communicated to participants. These areas will be kept under review by the 
evaluation as the programme progresses.


c. COVID-19 figured prominently in the principal challenges participants faced, but time 
constraints were also regularly cited by teachers and senior leaders in terms of managing 
involvement alongside other commitments, and keeping lessons to an hour. 

d. A small number of teachers and senior leaders drew attention to the challenge of 
integrating FFL alongside existing curriculum commitments and approaches to literacy 
teaching. 


Some teachers see FFL as separate to their regular English lessons, rather than being fully 
complementary. This is another issue worth addressing by delivery partners in year two through 
training, support and messaging, while the evaluation will detect whether these perceptions 
change as teachers gain further experience of the model.


e. Additional support needs for year two identified by teachers included:  
• the provision of content on feelings, emotions and wellbeing to help the transition back to 

school; 

• guidance on integrating FFL into the literacy curriculum; 

• additional film clips and resources to support writing; 

• and extra film clips for existing lessons, for variety.
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One Senior Leader requested additional training for Partner Schools although it is unclear whether 
this means more twilight sessions, or more online content and support in particular areas.


6.2 Year two and beyond 

6.2.1 A number of these issues have already been addressed in planning for the second year. For 
example, teachers are only expected to deliver ten of the Teaching Literacy Through Film lessons 
from year one, which should assist with time management (there is nothing to stop teachers 
completing all the lessons and assessments if they want to). 


6.2.2 Face-to-face delivery in year two will be replaced with remote training webinars, and in 
school support days for FFL Schools will change to one-to-one online meetings between expert 
practitioners and teachers, for both FFL and Partner Schools. These adaptations represent a 
pragmatic response to the evolving COVID-19 situation, but it does mean there will be further 
blurring of the FFL and Partner School delivery models (and ongoing evaluation will have to take 
account of this).


6.2.3 The addition of filmmaking training in year two has been moved to January 2021, when it is 
hoped that schools will be in a better position to take on this new area. The October 2020 training 
day will instead provide a literacy refresher, which will enable the delivery team to address issues 
raised in year one, alongside film for wellbeing training.


6.2.4 The delivery team will also take steps to encourage greater collaboration between FFL and 
Partner Schools. A number of teachers and senior leaders shared the concerns of delivery 
partners that close working ties between paired schools were not developing as intended. In part 
this was a consequence of COVID-19 restrictions, but not entirely. The lack of formal 
opportunities to collaborate, and prompts to do so, was also a factor from the outset of year one.


“Teachers from both schools met at the first training session but there was no contact after 
that.  

FFL School Senior Leader 

6.2.5 There was some evidence of collaboration in year one, but where paired schools engaged 
with each other they usually had a pre-existing relationship. 


“We have a longstanding relationship with the school in question so relationship is very good. 
FFL School Senior Leader  

6.2.6 Efforts to encourage greater collaboration might involve the use of break out rooms during 
webinars, and staff from paired schools attending online school support sessions jointly with the 
expert practitioner.


6.3 A final word on sustainability 

6.3.1 It is too early to make any meaningful assessment of Film for Learning's long-term 
sustainability within participating schools. There are encouraging indications from teacher and 
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senior leader feedback that the approach is already a factor within school development planning 
and has gained the attention of other staff colleagues. This will be followed up closely in 
subsequent evaluation reports.


6.3.2 What can be discerned from year one is that the blended learning approach, which includes 
online training and support, provides flexibility and resilience in the face of external challenges like 
that posed by COVID-19. 


6.3.3 The other aspect of sustainability, that of FFL's contribution to broadening and deepening 
engagement with Into Film's core offer (film clubs, teaching and learning resources, training/CPD, 
festival and special events), will also come into clearer focus as the programme develops. 


6.3.4 One important evidence source for this is data on schools' uptake of these services and 
opportunities derived from Into Film's CRM system. A summary of FFL and Partner School 
engagement with Into Film's core offer is given in Appendix 6, revealing levels of engagement 
prior to the launch of FFL and at the end of the first year. This provides a baseline against which to 
measure any increases in engagement once teachers start to cascade their knowledge and skills 
to colleagues from the latter part of year two onwards.


Bigger Picture Research 
October 2020 
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Appendix 1: Film for Learning background 

A1.1 Inception 

A1.1.1 The programme builds on research carried out for Into Film's earlier project supported by 
the PHF Teacher Development Fund (Full STEAM Ahead, a 2-year teacher development project 
involving ten schools in Northern Ireland).


A1.1.2 The experience of delivering Full STEAM Ahead identified four key success factors that 
informed the design of Film for Learning: 


• working with at least two teachers in each school;

• working over a longer timeframe with schools (of at least two or more years); 

• giving teachers the skills and confidence to deliver peer-to-peer CPD to encourage the wider 

adoption of film across schools; 

• working with local expert practitioners to ensure high quality training and support for teachers;  

• and securing senior leader buy-in and involvement to ensure film activity is sustainable in 

schools.


A1.2 Delivery model 

A1.2.1 Launched in May 2019, the programme was originally designed for thirty participating 
schools: ten schools each in Northern Ireland (where Full STEAM Ahead was located), Bristol and 
Bradford (which as UNESCO cities of film had identified the use of film in learning as a priority).


A1.2.2 The first three and a half years of the four-year programme focus on teacher and senior 
leader professional development, delivered in partnership with local expert practitioner 
organisations following the same Into Film training and support plan. The final six months will be 
dedicated to research and evaluation to assess whether the project has become self-sustaining in 
schools.


A1.2.3 The programme was originally comprised of two learning models that blend face-to-face 
and online CPDL and support (grouped as 'FFL Schools' and 'Partner Schools'). However, 
measures taken in response to the COVID-19 pandemic restricted face-to-face activity from 
March 2020 onwards, and the delivery models were adjusted accordingly (as described in 
Appendix 2).


A1.2.4 Although the original models differ in the amount and type of face-to-face CPDL and 
support available, training content and lesson resources are the same for both groups:


• A senior leader in each school is provided with training to encourage and support the 
professional development of two of their teachers as they, in turn, are trained in film analysis 
and filmmaking activity to deliver literacy teaching and learning.
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• The programme culminates in leadership training for teachers, so they have the skills and 
confidence to cascade learning to their colleagues and to work with their senior leader to 
ensure the wider adoption of FFL across the school.


A1.2.5 In the first year, teachers were introduced to Into Film's Teaching Literacy Through Film, 
covering the following areas:


• Getting started with Film for Learning: Literacy (including Speaking and Listening)

• Writing development: Character and setting

• Sequencing and Structure for Storytelling

• Genres of Writing

• Assessing Pupil Learning


A1.2.6 In order to put their training into practice, teachers were encouraged to deliver up to 18 
one-hour lessons using resources and lesson plans provided by Into Film. Each lesson is 
packaged as a ready-to-use PowerPoint presentation, with supporting teacher notes, activity 
sheets and embedded film clips from a curated collection of short animated films. FFL Schools 
received additional support through classroom visits by local expert practitioners. Teachers were 
also asked to run two literacy assessments at the start of school year (baseline) and in the 
summer term (follow-up) comprised an automated online test, consisting of multiple-choice 
questions using a film stimulus; and a creative writing assessment, presented to teachers in a 
lesson format with a PowerPoint presentation, a film stimulus and activity sheets.


A1.2.7 In the second year teachers will repeat the Teaching Literacy Through Film lessons and 
assessments (including support visits by expert practitioners) while receiving additional training in 
(a) Filmmaking for Primary Literacy and (b) to support their journey towards becoming a 'film 
leader' in their schools.


Teaching Literacy Through Film 

Teachers will be supported to use PPT presentations with embedded film clips and short films in 
the classroom, alongside worksheets and frameworks (all supplied) to aid critical analysis, 
deduction and inference, creative writing, poetic writing, ‘reading’ film, and a range of other 
topics. 

Filmmaking for Primary Literacy  

Teachers will be supported to use filmmaking in class as a way of assessing pupil learning. Pupils 
will make curricular films on a range of topics, enhancing topical knowledge, time management, 
teamwork and a range of other thinking skills and personal capabilities. 

Source: Into Film 

A1.2.8 Film for Learning lessons are intended to deliver learning outcomes for pupils in the 
following areas:
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Literacy skills 
• Speaking/ Talking and listening

• Creative writing

• Poetic writing

• Genres of writing 

• Comprehension (e.g. retrieval of information, Critical analysis, deduction, implicit reference, 

prediction, speculation and justification)


21st Century Literacy Skills 
• Digital literacy (information literacy, technology, media literacy)

• Working with others

• Generating ideas

• Thinking critically

• Problem solving and decision making

• Managing information

• Evaluating self and peers

• Being creative

• Making judgements


A1.2.9 Lesson delivery will be repeated again in the third year, with additional training and support 
around cascading skills to colleagues via teacher led CPDL and embedding the FFL approach 
across participating schools. Third year activity will also include advocacy work to promote the 
adoption of Film for Learning more widely across the UK.


A1.2.10 The provision of formal training and support for the original participating schools will 
cease at the end of the third year, by which time Film for Learning should be firmly embedded. 
Additional research and evaluation will continue at the start of the 2022/23 academic year, leading 
to a final report on the programme in December 2022, including assessment of Film for Learning's 
ongoing sustainability after training and support has ended.
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Appendix 2: First year delivery 

A2.1 Set-up and delivery timeline 

A2.1.1 Schools were recruited to the programme in early 2019. FFL schools were recruited first 
and they were consulted about the recruitment of Partner schools to strengthen partnerships from 
the start. Recruitment was led by Into Film in consultation with Nerve Centre (Belfast) and 
Curriculum Innovation (Bradford). Bristol schools were identified by the local authority through the 
Learning City Partnership working alongside Bristol City of Film before boomsatsuma was 
commissioned to lead local delivery. In all three locations the selection of schools favoured those 
serving disadvantaged pupils.


A2.1.2 Schools were allocated to one or other of the two delivery models. FFL Schools paid a 
one-off £200 agreement fee to secure their commitment to the project and to reflect the additional 
costs of face-to-face training and support available to them.


A2.1.3 Initial fact-finding was carried out with the schools to find out which literacy and 21st 
Century Literacy skills they wanted the programme to support. These were mapped against Into 
Film's core training and resources to form the basis of the new Film for Learning training content 
and resources. 


A2.1.4 In these early information sessions, programme scope, school commitments, and the 
benefits of participating were communicated to schools. 


A2.1.5 Formal induction days followed in each location in May 2019, providing schools with more 
detailed information on the training delivery model, available resources and evaluation. Teachers 
took part in a mini training session, encouraging them to trial a film literacy club with their class 
prior to the programme starting in September 2019.


A2.1.6 The first element of training for senior leaders and teachers took place in each location in 
October 2019. FFL Schools had mandatory face-to-face group training sessions with local expert 
practitioners and the Film for Learning Coordinator in each location, while Partner Schools were 
given access to the same training materials via the online learning platform in development at the 
time.


A2.1.7 Optional face-to-face twilight support sessions in each location were available to Partner 
Schools in November 2019 (they were also open to FFL teachers).


A2.1.8 Expert practitioners in each location visited every FFL School during Term 1, attending FFL 
classes to offer support and guidance where needed by teachers.


A2.1.9 The second phase of training took place in January 2020, once again involving group face-
to-faces sessions in each location for FFL Schools. Partner Schools senior leaders asked for more 
face-to-face training for their teachers and due to a delay in the launch of the second course on 
the online learning platform, so this was accommodated by inviting Partner School teachers to the 
January training day. 
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A2.1.10 The optional face-to-face twilight sessions in each location were repeated in February 
2020, once again aimed at Partner Schools but open to FFL teachers.


A2.1.11 As the nationwide lockdown came into force in March 2020, only a handful of further 
planned visits to FFL Schools were undertaken, and FFL lesson delivery was brought to a 
premature end in many schools.


A2.2 Participating schools 

A2.2.1 Thirty schools were initially recruited to the programme, but three withdrew (one in 
Bradford and two in Bristol). 


A2.2.2 A replacement school, Newby Primary, was found in Bradford. As the school joined after 
the twilight session in February 2020, and lockdown prevented one-to-one training and support in 
March 2020, Newby was unable to start in Year one and will formally get underway in the new 
school year.


A2.2.3 No schools were brought in to replace those that left the programme in Bristol, which 
means the total cohort stood at 28 schools at the end of Year one.


Profile 
A2.2.4 Primary schools in England and Northern Ireland vary by size, setting and the 
socioeconomic profile of the populations they serve. This variety is reflected in the schools 
participating in Film for Learning.


A2.2.5 Tables 1 to 3 list the schools in each location, grouped by FFL and Partner School and 
ranked according to the proportion of pupils eligible for free school meals (as a proxy measure for 
socioeconomic disadvantage).


A2.2.6 All participating schools in Belfast and Bristol are in urban or suburban settings, while two 
Bradford schools are rurally located. The smallest school in the programme has 52 pupils on roll 
(Ripley Endowed Primary School, Bradford) and the largest has 643 pupils (Rathmore Primary 
School, Belfast).


A2.2.7 Seventeen schools (61% of the cohort) have a higher proportion of free school meal 
eligibility than the national averages for England and Northern Ireland, and the remainder are in 
areas with limited opportunities (e.g. rural locations) in line with the targeting of schools serving 
disadvantaged pupils.
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Table 1: Belfast schools 

Sources: School web sites; Department of Education NI; FFL project records.  
Note: 25.1% of pupils in Northern Ireland are known to be eligible for, and claiming, free schools meals.


Table 2: Bradford schools 

Sources: School web sites; Ofsted; FFL project records.  
Note: 15.7% of pupils in England are known to be eligible for, and claiming, free schools meals.


School name
Number 
on roll

% eligible for free 
school meals Geographical area Type

Cliftonville IPS 387 63.0% Urban/ suburban FFL

St Mary's Newcastle 419 30.5% Urban/ suburban FFL

Londonderry Primary School 411 29.7% Urban/ suburban FFL

St Patricks PS Holywood 292 16.8% Urban/ suburban FFL

Hill Croft Special School 208 N/A Urban/ suburban FFL

Cranmore Integrated Primary 229 38.0% Urban/ suburban Partner

Castle Gardens 315 29.5% Urban/ suburban Partner

All Children's Integrated PS 217 19.8% Urban/ suburban Partner

Rathmore PS 643 14.5% Urban/ suburban Partner

Carnmoney Primary 402 13.4% Urban/ suburban Partner

School name
Number 
on roll

% eligible for free 
school meals Geographical area Type

Academy St James 320 36.1% Urban/suburban FFL

St Matthew's Catholic Primary School 245 23.7% Urban/suburban FFL

Castleford Park Junior Academy 401 16.7% Urban/suburban FFL

Bolton Brow Primary Academy 236 12.9% Urban/suburban FFL

Kettlesing Felliscliffe School 77 3.9% Rural FFL

Newby Primary School 482 21.8% Urban/suburban Partner

Three Lane Ends Academy 410 15.4% Urban/suburban Partner

Shelf Junior and Infant School 268 8.6% Urban/suburban Partner

Beckwithshaw CP School 72 8.3% Rural Partner

Ripley Endowed Primary School 52 0.0% Rural Partner
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Table 3: Bristol schools 

Sources: School web sites; Ofsted; FFL project records. 

Note: 15.7% of pupils in England are known to be eligible for, and claiming, free schools meals.


Year group breakdown 
A2.2.8 All but one of the teachers involved in the programme in the first year taught classes in 
KS2 year groups, mainly Years 5 and 6 (one Bradford teacher worked with a Year 2 class).  


School name
Number 
on roll

% eligible for free 
school meals Geographical area Type

School of Christ the King 204 40.2% Urban/ suburban FFL

Easton CE Academy 465 38.9% Urban/ suburban FFL

Shirehampton Primary School 513 36.8% Urban/ suburban FFL

Chester Park Junior School 273 23.8% Urban/ suburban FFL

Sea Mills Primary 267 33.2% Urban/ suburban Partner

Holy Cross Catholic Primary 199 31.2% Urban/ suburban Partner

Summerhill Academy 308 27.6% Urban/ suburban Partner

Fishponds 418 20.9% Urban/ suburban Partner
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A2.3 Previous experience of film at schools 

A2.3.1 Around one third of participating schools had existing relationships with the local delivery 
partners in each area:


• Nerve Centre operates a partnership scheme with schools. St Patrick's is a current 
participant, focussing on numeracy and coding, while Londonderry (film and animation), 
Castle Gardens (digital storytelling) and St Mary's were previously involved. 


• Curriculum Innovation has worked with a number of schools involved in Film for Learning. Two 
schools (Academy St James and Kettlesing Felliscliffe) took part in an earlier media literacy 
project run along similar lines to Full STEAM Ahead, although the teachers involved were 
different. St Matthews was also previously involved in film-related work with Curriculum 
Innovation via the Catholic School's Partnership.


• Boomsatsuma has a longstanding relationship with Easton Primary, and has worked with 
Fishponds in the past.


A2.3.2 The following figures illustrate variations in experience levels. A minority of teachers and 
senior leaders had received Into Film training and/or had been film club leaders before joining the 
programme. Larger proportions had used film analysis and filmmaking techniques before:


HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED INTO FILM TRAINING BEFORE? 

TEACHERS:    11% YES 

SENIOR LEADERS:  19% YES 

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN AN INTO FILM CLUB LEADER BEFORE? 

TEACHERS:    6% YES 

SENIOR LEADERS:  4% YES 

HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT USING FILM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES? 

TEACHERS:    30% YES 

SENIOR LEADERS:  31% YES 
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HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT USING FILMMAKING TECHNIQUES? 

TEACHERS:    32% YES 

SENIOR LEADERS:  50% YES 

A2.3.3 There were some variations in prior experience levels by location. As a group, teachers and 
senior leaders in Bristol were the least experienced at using film in school contexts. Teachers and 
senior leaders in Bradford tended to have the most experience of using film analysis techniques, 
while staff in Belfast schools had more experience of using filmmaking techniques.


A2.4 Motivation for taking part 

A2.4.1 The baseline surveys of senior leaders and teachers asked respondents to describe what 
they hoped to achieve by participating in the programme.


A2.4.2 For senior leaders, the main aspiration was to raise pupil attainment in literacy (mentioned 
by around a third of respondents), in particular to help develop writing and speaking & listening, 
especially among boys and disadvantaged pupils.


A2.4.3 Other commonly cited areas where Senior Leaders hoped Film for Learning would make a 
positive contribution were to collaborative working; critical skills; pupil engagement; digital 
literacy; confidence and self-esteem and creativity (including through filmmaking).


A2.4.4 These priorities were echoed by teachers, most of whom listed pupil attainment in literacy 
followed by creativity and filmmaking opportunities along with the development of critical thinking 
skills.


A2.4.5 In terms of their own professional development, most teachers wanted to improve their ICT 
and digital literacy skills, as well as finding new ways to engage pupils in literacy teaching and 
learning. Around a quarter also mentioned becoming film leaders in their schools, sharing their 
knowledge and skills with colleagues.


A2.5 Continuing Professional Development and Learning 

A2.5.1 Face-to-face training in October 2019 and January 2020 followed a similar format each 
time. The Film for Learning Coordinator hosted a practitioner familiarisation session the day 
before each training day to help delivery partners prepare to use the training resources. 


A2.5.2 The first face-to-face training day covered two modules from the Teaching Literacy 
Through Film course:
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Module 1 - Getting started with FFL: Literacy 
• Introduction to FFL

• What will we learn?

• Speaking and Listening


Module 2 – Writing development: character and setting 
• Writing Development: Understanding and developing character

• Writing Development: Inference and deduction from setting


The training also signposted the two literacy assessments to be carried out in the first year.


A2.5.3 Teachers attended for the whole day, while senior leaders were invited for half a day for a 
dedicated session on their involvement in the programme. 


A2.5.4 A further two modules were covered at the second training day for FFL Schools in January 
2020: 

• Sequencing and Structure for Storytelling

• Genres of Writing


A2.5.5 Online training resources were made available in October 2019, January 2020 and May 
2020 via the online learning platform under development by Into Film over this period and were 
emailed directly to teachers. Content mirrored the modules covered in the face-to-face sessions 
and was accessible to both Partner Schools and FFL Schools. 


A2.5.6 Partner Schools had the opportunity to attend a twilight training session in November 2019 
and February 2020 (FFL Schools were also invited to attend if they wished to). These lasted 
around two hours and were designed to complement the online training by providing additional 
support in the following areas:

• Speaking and listening (Sound on/vision off & Draw what you hear); 

• Writing development: Understanding and developing character (Role on the wall & Character 

crossroads); 

• Writing development: Inference and deduction from setting (Say what you see, Image 

detectives & Becoming active readers)


A2.6 School visits and ongoing support 

A2.6.1 All FFL Schools were visited at least once in the first year, but most of the follow-up visits 
due in Terms 2 and 3 were cancelled time due to lockdown measures at the time. There is some 
evidence that the nature of the visits was not fully understood by all teachers. The visits were 
intended to offer support in the classroom rather than act as formal observations of teaching 
practice. At least one teacher felt this was not properly communicated at the time of the visit, 
although the training sessions made clear what to expect (and the matter has now been settled 
with the teacher in question).


A2.6.2 Telephone and email support was offered to all schools during the lockdown period, but 
very few teachers took up the opportunity.
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A2.6.3 In response to the lockdown, Into Film made a set of optional home learning activities for 
pupils available to schools, and nine teachers (20% of participants) were able to make use of 
them. 


“I downloaded some of the resources and shared them with my class, including the review 
sheet.   

FFL School Teacher 

“The 3Cs and 3Ss game during and after watching a film of their choice.  
Partner School Teacher 
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Appendix 3: Teachers' baseline confidence levels 
A3.1.1 Confidence ratings were examined in three broad categories: 

• using film to improve pupils' literacy skills

• using film to improve pupils' 21st Century Literacy skills

• using technical equipment for film-related work in the classroom


A3.1.2 Confidence levels varied across all three categories, with some very confident teachers at 
one end of the spectrum and some who lacked any confidence at the other end. Most teachers 
fell somewhere in between these extremes so there is scope for confidence growth over the life of 
the programme. 


• At the start of the programme teachers were most confident about using film to teach creative 
writing, speaking & listening and comprehension.  


• They were least confident about using film to teach poetic writing and awareness of writing 
genre.
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Creative writing
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Comprehension

Critical analysis

Awareness of writing genres

Poetic writing 15%
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38%

32%

57%

55%

49%

15%

13%

23%

21%

23%

26%

Very confident
Quite confident
A little confident
Not at all confident

FIGURE 9: 
HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU USING FILM TO IMPROVE PUPILS' LITERACY? 

Source: Teacher baseline survey





• The highest level of confidence was found in the use of film to improve pupil creativity, 

generating their own ideas and team working. 

• Teachers were least confident of using film to help pupils with information management and 

problem-solving skills.
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FIGURE 10: 
HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU USING FILM TO IMPROVE PUPILS' 21ST CENTURY LITERACY 
SKILLS? 

Creativity
Generating their own ideas

Team working
Information retrieval

Evaluating self and others
Critical thinking skills

Making judgements and decisions
Problem solving skills
Managing information 9%
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47%
28%
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17%
23%

21%
23%

28%
40%
40%

Very confident
Quite confident
A little confident
Not at all confident

FIGURE 11: 
HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU USING TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT FOR FILM-RELATED WORK IN THE 
CLASSROOM? 

Source: Teacher baseline survey

Using digital cameras

Using editing apps

Using iPads for film work

Taking screen shots of films

Using green screens 38%

30%

26%

32%

17%

28%

35%

34%

30%

32%

19%

15%

21%

17%

28%

15%

20%

19%

21%

23%

Very confident (4)
Quite confident (3)
A little confident (2)
Not at all confident (1)



• Compared with the previous two categories, confidence was generally lower in the use of 
technical equipment across the teaching cohort. 


• Teachers were most confident in the use of digital cameras, and least confident of using green 
screens.
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Appendix 4: Characteristics of FFL and Partner Schools 

A4.1 Year group breakdown 

A4.1.1 Partner School teachers tended to work with younger classes than FFL School teachers, 
although Year 5 classes were most commonly involved for both groups:


Table 4: Year group breakdown by school type 

Source: Teacher baseline survey


A4.2 Previous film experience 

A4.2.1 In general, teachers and senior leaders in FFL Schools were more likely to have had 
previous film training or experience using film in school than their Partner School colleagues.


HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED INTO FILM TRAINING BEFORE? 

FFL TEACHERS:    13% YES 

PARTNER TEACHERS:  9% YES 

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN AN INTO FILM CLUB LEADER BEFORE? 

FFL TEACHERS:    4% YES 

PARTNER TEACHERS:  9% YES 

All schools FFL Schools Partner Schools

Year 6 10 7 3

Year 5 18 10 8

Year 4 9 5 4

Year 3 9 2 7

Year 2 1 0 1

Most common (Mode) Year 5 Year 5 Year 5
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HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT USING FILM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES? 

FFL TEACHERS:    38% YES 

PARTNER TEACHERS:  22% YES 

HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT USING FILMMAKING TECHNIQUES? 

FFL TEACHERS:    38% YES 

PARTNER TEACHERS:  26% YES 

A4.2.2 There were only very minor differences between FFL and Partner Schools in baseline 
average confidence ratings (Figures 12 and 13). 


A4.2.3 However, this masks the fact that more FFL teachers than Partner School teachers gave 
'very confident' ratings in the majority areas, offset by more 'a little confident ratings' compared 
with Partner School ratings that tended to be 'quite confident'. (The only exception was using 
technical equipment, where there were more Partner School teachers who were very confident).


A4.2.4 In other words, Partner School teachers tended to have more moderate confidence levels, 
while FFL School teacher ratings tended to be at the extreme ends of the scale.
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FIGURE 12: 
AVERAGE CONFIDENCE RATINGS 

Source: Teacher baseline survey
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FIGURE 13: 
AVERAGE CONFIDENCE RATINGS 

Source: Teacher baseline survey
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Appendix 5: Qualitative feedback 

A5.1 Teacher expectations  

PLEASE SAY HOW THE FIRST YEAR HAS MATCHED UP TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS ABOUT FILM FOR 
LEARNING: 

Positive comments 
"I really enjoyed it while I was using it and look forward to looking at it and using it again and to 
hopefully complete a full cycle" FFL School Teacher


"Really good apart from Covid!!" FFL School Teacher


"Good" FFL School Teacher


"I didn’t know quite what to expect, but have been pleasantly surprised." FFL School Teacher


"This year has been better than expected. I did not expect the children to enjoy it as much as they 
have." FFL School Teacher


"I believe the resources are high quality and engaging. As a school, we need to reflect on how to 
make the resources and strategies work in our setting." FFL School Teacher


"We were provided with quality short films with all supporting resources. " FFL School Teacher


"A good first year - the actual learning was enjoyed by the children. (They love it when I put the 
blinds down and turn off the lights!)" FFL School Teacher


"It was very good, disappointed I didn't get to work through all the lessons with my class as they 
really enjoyed what we did." FFL School Teacher


"Exceeded them! Great resources and pressure free, enjoyable training, loving it!" FFL School 
Teacher


"Children loved activities and all children were engaged. I was pleasantly surprised at how 
children who are usually shy in class, had the confidence to discuss their ideas" FFL School 
Teacher


"We had a good year. Good project to be involved in." FFL School Teacher


"Enjoyed the lessons." FFL School Teacher


"As Literacy Coordinator I have always encouraged the use of film for learning but FFL is 
providing me with the skills to develop this correctly in more detail." FFL School Teacher


"It's brilliant, far better than I'd hoped." FFL School Teacher
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"The first year has met my expectations, for what we managed to achieve, more confident in 
delivering the lessons." FFL School Teacher


"Very good, children cheered every time we started a new lesson. Clips very interactive and 
created a lot of dialogue and imagination." FFL School Teacher


“Exceeded [expectations]“ FFL School Teacher


"It has matched up well and helped to start to develop the schools computing needs as well." 
Partner School Teacher


"As expected." Partner School Teacher


"It was just as I had expected it to be." Partner School Teacher


"More confidence in myself and children’s skills" Partner School Teacher


"It has been much harder to use in our school due to the curriculum commitments we have and 
our school improvement plan." Partner School Teacher


"A useful learning tool for the classroom." Partner School Teacher


"The training was excellent as were the 'trainers'. The resources are fabulous. The first year has 
more than matched my expectations." Partner School Teacher


"I really enjoyed teaching the lessons and looked forward to them as much as the children" 
Partner School Teacher


"I feel that I am a little more confident when using film to develop literacy and this is what I had 
hoped for." Partner School Teacher

 

"It seems like an excellent initiative." Partner School Teacher


Other comments 
"The first 2/3 of the Into Film project was a great success. The training along with the lesson plans 
have been brilliant. I do maintain that the outcome needs to be more focused for writing. That or 
they should all build to a final outcome that could be better used for assessment." FFL School 
Teacher


"It was a really positive start, and it is unfortunate that it was curtailed. There was, perhaps, more 
focus on analysing film than applying skills (camera shots, for example), however, I'm sure that 
was part of the progression." FFL School Teacher


"Sorry was not involved enough due to C-19 and also being late to the program." FFL School 
Teacher
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"I enjoy the training and resources that have been provided but it is an extra in our school 
alongside our usual English curriculum so I find it difficult to fit in a typical term." Partner School 
Teacher


"The outcomes for the project have been poor this year - This is purely a school issue and nothing 
to do with the support of FFL" Partner School Teacher


"I had hoped it would have made more of an impact on writing in my class. Quite often activities 
took much longer to complete than the time suggested on the teacher notes and at times it was 
hard to get them to see beyond the obvious images on the screen." Partner School Teacher


"Works well but am unsure if the format is any more beneficial than non-film methods. Did not see 
a dramatic improvement that I could attribute to FFL." Partner School Teacher


A5.2 Senior Leader expectations 

PLEASE SAY HOW THE FIRST YEAR HAS MATCHED UP TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS ABOUT FILM FOR 
LEARNING: 

Positive comments 
"It started well but obviously came to an abrupt halt." FFL School Senior Leader


"It has matched my expectations." FFL School Senior Leader


"An exciting start that can be built upon." FFL School Senior Leader


"It has been everything we hoped." FFL School Senior Leader


"This year was about establishing the foundations" FFL School Senior Leader


"Very pleased to have completed a significant number of outcomes." FFL School Senior Leader


"The programme started well but due to Covid 19 this has stopped." FFL School Senior Leader


"Was unsure what the project entailed at the start and now have a clearer understanding of the 
benefits of using film in lessons." FFL School Senior Leader


"Great resources and training for the teachers." FFL School Senior Leader


"I am pleased" Partner School Senior Leader


"It began well, but unfortunately did not go as far as we had hoped due to lockdown." Partner 
School Senior Leader


"The sessions were very inspiring and informative." Partner School Senior Leader
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Other comments 
"The events of 2020 meant our intentions and expectations could not be fulfilled" Partner School 
Senior Leader


"Not been able to commit to project as fully as we had hoped." Partner School Senior Leader


"Covid 19 stopped progress" Partner School Senior Leader


"The staff have found it hard initially, thinking they needed to teach a film lit lesson and an English 
lesson. I think once things return to normal they will be able to pick up where they left off." Partner 
School Senior Leader


"A lot to complete and sometimes at the expense of our 'normal' literacy lessons. Has been 
beneficial and provided a different route to learning" Partner School Senior Leader


A5.3 Challenges for teachers 

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES YOU'VE FACED IN THE FIRST YEAR OF FILM FOR 
LEARNING? 

COVID-19 and lockdown 
"Covid" FFL School Teacher


"C-19 and lockdown." FFL School Teacher


"Not being able to finish the course due to lockdown." Partner School Teacher


"Myself and my colleague worked together a lot and we had 'big plans' to expand and accelerate 
our FFL in Term 3... and then lockdown happened." Partner School Teacher


"Covid 19" Partner School Teacher


"Covid-19 and now a new class setup with restrictions that are in place." Partner School Teacher


Time constraints 
"Time management" FFL School Teacher


"Finding time to fully integrate the lessons." FFL School Teacher


"Time." FFL School Teacher


"Can be tough to find the time to fit in lessons." FFL School Teacher


"Time" FFL School Teacher
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"Lesson timing. Usually the children are so engaged it took longer than planned!" FFL School 
Teacher


"The lessons are much longer that the time given and run over into a couple of lessons a week. 
So these lessons took up a lot of the literacy allocated time." FFL School Teacher


"Time to complete lesson during certain periods of the year (OFSTED, XMAS ect)" 

FFL School Teacher


"Time has been a slight factor, but not insurmountable." FFL School Teacher


"Time constraints Failure of equipment at school" FFL School Teacher


"Time - working with parallel classes means I have been doing different things to them." Partner 
School Teacher


"Having time to focus on the project." Partner School Teacher


"Timetabling the sessions. More must be done for this". Partner School Teacher


"Managing time" Partner School Teacher


Integrating FFL into existing curriculum or alongside other initiatives 
"My biggest challenge was that the new literacy co-ordinator has a different vision and is working 
with a consultant to implement it a way of working which does not complement being able to use 
film in English lessons. I was being asked for a range of traditionally recognised genres (including 
non fiction) which would be taught in a spiral - repeating termly. Balancing enough quality English 
lessons that met these objectives along with fitting in the number of Film Literacy sessions was so 
difficult I had to move the film sessions to the afternoon. Balancing this project with SAT 
preparation has it's challenges too." FFL School Teacher


"I enjoy the training and resources that have been provided but it is an extra in our school 
alongside our usual English curriculum so I find it difficult to fit in a typical term. Some of the 
planning is overly detailed. One film clip and task per session might work better." Partner School 
Teacher


"Definitely fitting it in, we didn't want to lose English lessons as it is harder to create a learning 
journey with Into film lessons and therefore include the skills we need to teach." Partner School 
Teacher


"Adding his learning into an already busy curriculum for literacy." Partner School Teacher


"Fitting the lessons into an already packed timetable" Partner School Teacher


"Fitting everything in on top of a full curriculum" Partner School Teacher
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Other comments 
"Finding the appropriate resource and making it flow correctly" FFL School Teacher


"Knowing whether the lessons were actually making any difference to pupils’ literacy skills." FFL 
School Teacher


"Decoding the wordy teacher notes to get to the core of the lesson's learning so I could adapt the 
steps and resources to meet both my class's needs and my own teaching." FFL School Teacher


"Technical issues which are school based not from into film" FFL School Teacher


"Personally I felt children gained a lot more talking and listening, and this sometimes had to be cut 
short to complete a writing activity. Children often rushed these writing tasks so they could talk 
about the film again." FFL School Teacher


"Differentiation - some of my very weak pupils found the lessons quite challenging and some of 
the accompanying worksheets they were unable to complete. " FFL School Teacher


"IT issues" Partner School Teacher


"Time and motivation from the class. They found the listening and describing particularly difficult 
and preferred to watch a clip." Partner School Teacher


"Navigating the website" Partner School Teacher


A5.4 Challenges for Senior Leaders 

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES YOU'VE FACED IN THE FIRST YEAR OF FILM FOR 
LEARNING? 

COVID-19 and lockdown 
"Covid-19" FFL School Senior Leader


"Covid, but has also been the biggest opportunity" FFL School Senior Leader


"Covid 19 and closing of schools." FFL School Senior Leader


"Covid! There has been so much uncertainty in 2020" Partner School Senior Leader


"Covid caused us to stop" Partner School Senior Leader


"Covid 19 putting a stop to it" Partner School Senior Leader


Time constraints 
"Absence and time to evaluate." FFL School Senior Leader
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"Our Partner School felt that they couldn’t get everything done in the time and this impacted on 
their enjoyment and it was hard for us to keep them motivated." FFL School Senior Leader


"Enough time to see everyone / class involved in project" FFL School Senior Leader


"Teachers mentioned the time management of lessons" FFL School Senior Leader


"Time and too many other priorities as a school to manage." Partner School Senior Leader


"Time to get together and discuss film lit and staff engagement." Partner School Senior Leader


Other comments 
"Ensuring I observe enough." FFL School Senior Leader


"Y6 timetabling of the sessions and the consequent lack of evidence to support writing 
moderation at the end of Y6. Next time we will complete the Y6 work later in the year." FFL 
School Senior Leader


"This year the teachers had taught the lessons as standalone FFL lessons. They believe it would 
be more manageable and more meaningful if it were added as a resource in current literacy 
schemes of work. They felt that due to the amount of content in each lesson and the level of 
discussion it encouraged, lessons content would mostly be spread across 2 lessons." Partner 
School Senior Leader


"Fitting it into an already crammed curriculum" Partner School Senior Leader


"Getting it actually into our curriculum effectively." Partner School Senior Leader


"Being late starting on the project therefore it hasn't really started" Partner School Senior Leader


A5.5 Teachers' additional support needs 

WHAT, IF ANY, ADDITIONAL SUPPORT WOULD YOU FIND HELPFUL TO ASSIST WITH HOME OR 
CLASSROOM LEARNING DURING THE TRANSITION FROM LOCKDOWN TO REGULAR 
SCHOOLING? 

"Any good transition units on feelings." FFL School Teacher

 

"Ideas of films/clips to use for wellbeing/mental health." FFL School Teacher


"Appropriate genres to the times. Many children will return to school with a whole host of 
problems that lockdown has spawned. My school will obviously be focusing heavily on the core 
subjects but ensuring that PSHCE and child wellbeing is paramount. It may be useful to have 
something appropriate to the return to support them." FFL School Teacher


"How to integrate FFL with our current literacy curriculum more comprehensively." FFL School 
Teacher
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"Finding appropriate free-to-view films for short-burst writing especially as we will inevitably be 
developing their learning stamina upon their return. Any quick-wins for embedding year-group 
appropriate grammar/writing features would also be great in any year but especially the coming 
year." FFL School Teacher


"More film clips to match the activities. At the minute one film clip is attached to an activity. It 
would be great if more films matched activity sheets." FFL School Teacher


"Having the resources to put online for the children if they are not back in school." Partner School 
Teacher


"The lesson plan and resources were easy to follow. They were however very long for this age 
group. They would find shorter lessons easier to follow." Partner School Teacher


A5.6 Senior Leaders' additional support needs 

WHAT, IF ANY, ADDITIONAL SUPPORT WOULD YOU FIND HELPFUL TO ASSIST WITH HOME OR 
CLASSROOM LEARNING DURING THE TRANSITION FROM LOCKDOWN TO REGULAR 
SCHOOLING? 

"I feel it would be beneficial for our teachers to have the structure of the ready-to-go Film for 
Learning literacy lessons (including ppts and activity sheets) for the next year. We are doing a 
mindfulness enrichment week for our first week back in September so any films/resources that 
you could recommend would be much appreciated." FFL School Senior Leader


"More training for Partner Schools." Partner School Senior Leader


"More IT support for both children and teachers" Partner School Senior Leader


A5.7 Teachers' other feedback 

DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER FEEDBACK ABOUT FILM FOR LEARNING YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE WITH 
THE EVALUATOR? 

Positive comments 
"Great resources" FFL School Teacher


"Definitely enjoying the project and looking forward to further developments this year. Also love 
the training days!!" FFL School Teacher


"Thank you for putting together a pack of engaging resources and training sessions." FFL School 
Teacher


"Very good, thanks." FFL School Teacher
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"Thanks for a great year, can't wait for more!" FFL School Teacher


"The training and support has been excellent and the trainers have an awareness of how busy 
schools can be and are willing to work with you to support where needed." FFL School Teacher


"Thank you for giving us this opportunity. The resources were so good and easy to use. 
Everything was there to follow. I never would have had the confidence to do it independently." FFL 
School Teacher


"It was very well organised and easy to do. Sorry for this being late!" FFL School Teacher


"I really thoroughly enjoyed all interactions. It was like team teaching. It was such a positive 
experience and enhanced both my enjoyment and that of the children Thank you so very much. 
We feel very lucky to have been part of the pilot programme!!!" FFL School Teacher


"It has been really good fun and very useful. Thank you." Partner School Teacher


"Loved what I was able to do and hopefully next year will get to do lots more. Thanks!" Partner 
School Teacher


"As a film fan I have enjoyed taking part in this programme and have found the lessons to be 
enjoyable for all involved." Partner School Teacher


Other comments 
"I know I've said it a few times in different formats but: for the printable resources : -thinking 
about how to minimise printing costs (a huge area of spending in primary schools): we are always 
asked to consider what the colour adds to the learning (colour printing being significantly more 
than black and white photocopying)? -the admin for prepping the resources - multiple copies per 
page where appropriate; keeping things in columns ready for a quick guillotine session rather than 
requiring individual cutting/preparation for the teacher notes: -making them concise and easy to 
read so they can just go with them without extra work -ideas for how to adapt for your own films 
Finally, the films were great as were the ideas and the course coordinators are all very 
approachable and keen to help which is perfect!" FFL School Teacher


"It would be good to have a bank of similar type films, for the different strategies so that the 
lessons could be repeated in the next years without using the same film, eg. when P5 move to P6, 
etc. I think if the teacher had to start resourcing their own films the lessons would perhaps lose 
some of their impact. The subtitles meant the children were getting clues by reading what was 
happening rather than trying to work it out." FFL School Teacher


A5.8 Senior leaders' other feedback 

DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER FEEDBACK ABOUT FILM FOR LEARNING YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE WITH 
THE EVALUATOR? 
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Positive comments 
"Training has been good." FFL School Senior Leader


"I think that Film For Learning is an amazing project and we are privileged to be involved." FFL 
School Senior Leader


"It has been delivered very well. I have enjoyed the face to face training and there is always lots of 
support offered." FFL School Senior Leader


Other comments 
"We enjoyed the training and activities but unfortunately haven't been able to engage to the level I 
would have hoped. It is really difficult to plan for this school year and given the challenges that I 
face I just want to be as honest as I can be regarding the level of engagement we can manage 
given the as yet confirmed nature of school restart." Partner School Senior Leader


"Staff wanted to be able to teach the children filming initially and the units haven't lent themselves 
to this. I think they were initially disappointed in this." Partner School Senior Leader
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Appendix 6: CRM data 
Table 5 summarises school-level CRM data held by Into Film. The table shows which schools 
have engaged with Into Film core offer activities in addition to Film for Learning activity. 


Black dots (●) indicate school engagement prior to Film for Learning (in the period from August 
2018 to August 2019) 
Orange dots (●) indicate school engagement once Film for Learning was underway (between May 
2019 and July 2020) 

The programme encourages the adoption of these core offer activities as a complement to Film 
for Learning and to promote wider engagement with film in schools. They are not mandatory so 
take up varies across the cohorts.


The Into Film core activities include:

• running a Film Club;  

• attending the annual Into Film Festival screenings; 

• downloading Into Film teaching & learning resources; 

• attending Into Film CPD/training sessions; 

• and attending special events.


Additional analysis will be conducted in future reports, looking at the engagement of individual 
teachers with Into Film core offer activities to see if participation in FFL has encouraged those 
involved in training, and their colleagues, to take advantage of more of these services. 


The analysis will also look at patterns of engagement to show which core offer elements are taken 
up most frequently and whether this can be linked directly to FFL programme activity.


Commentary 
• Six schools had engaged with Into Film prior to the programme. Five had attended Into Film 

Festival screenings; three had established a Film Club and two had attended CPD/Training 
(Table 5).


• By the end of the first year, 20 schools had engaged with at least one aspect of Into Film's 
core offer in addition to taking part in FFL (seven FFL Schools and 13 Partner Schools; Table 
6).


• 19 had established or continued to run Film Clubs and 16 had downloaded at least one 
resource.


• Six schools had attended the Into Film Festival and the same number had attended CPD/
training in addition to FFL provision.
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Table 5: Into Film core offer activity at the end of FFL year one 
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School Location Type Fi
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l e
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Cliftonville IPS Belfast FFL ● ● ●
Londonderry Primary School Belfast FFL

St Mary's Newcastle Belfast FFL

St Patricks PS Holywood Belfast FFL ●
All Children's Integrated PS Belfast Partner ● ● ●
Carnmoney Primary Belfast Partner ● ● ●
Castle Gardens Belfast Partner ●
Cranmore Integrated Primary Belfast Partner ● ● ● ●
Rathmore PS Belfast Partner ● ● ●
Hill Croft Special School Belfast SEN ● ● ● ●
Academy St James Bradford FFL

Bolton Brow Primary Academy Bradford FFL ● ● ●
Castleford Park Junior Academy Bradford FFL ● ●
Kettlesing Felliscliffe School Bradford FFL

St Matthew's Catholic Primary School Bradford FFL ● ●
Beckwithshaw CP School Bradford Partner ● ●
Newby Primary School Bradford Partner

Ripley Endowed Primary School Bradford Partner

Shelf Junior and Infant School Bradford Partner ● ●
Three Lane Ends Academy Bradford Partner ● ●
Chester Park Junior School Bristol FFL

School of Christ the King Bristol FFL ● ● ●
Easton CE Academy Bristol FFL ●
Shirehampton Primary School Bristol FFL ● ●
Fishponds Bristol Partner ● ●
Holy Cross Catholic Primary Bristol Partner ● ● ●
Sea Mills Primary Bristol Partner ● ●
Summerhill Academy Bristol Partner ●

Key:

Black dots (●) indicate school engagement prior to Film for Learning (in the period from August 2018 to August 2019)

Orange dots (●) indicate school engagement once Film for Learning was underway (between May 2019 and July 2020)
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